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Performing Arts Center to open in September
by Dawn Daigle
Staff- Writer
Construction on the Maine Center for
the Arts, originally known as the Perfor-
ming Arts Center, is going "great, ab-
solutely great," said Executive Direc-
tor Joel Katz. "We have more and more
workmen in every day." -- -
Katz said although he expects to take
occupancy by the first of May, the first
public program to be staged there will
not occur until September.
The September opening is scheduled
for Parents and Friends' Weekend, Katz
said, and will consist of several events.
"Two very special artists, Issac Stern,
one of the greatest violinists in the world
and Yo Yo Ma, a world-famous cellist,
will- open the concert hall with the
Bangor Symphony Orchestra on Sept.
20," he said.
On Sept. 21, the UMO Performing
Arts Showcase has been scheduled. The
showcase is a joint effort of the univer-
-s44y!,s-4hea1er,--musig- and danee -depaft-
ments. "We're inviting all the donors to
the building fund as guests that day,"
Katz said.
Also scheduled are luncheons, a black
tie dinner, a special ceremony to dedicate
the Hudson Museum and various other
social activities.
Katz said it is possible that the open-
Construction of the Maine Center for the Arts is going very well, and theCenter should be prepared to open next September. (Bouchard photo)
ing may be simulcast in stereo on Maine
Public Television and radio.
Until recently the center was known
as the Performing Arts Center. Its new
name was adopted by the UMaine board
of trustees at its Jan. 27 meeting at -
Katz's suggestion.
The center will consist of a I,700-seat
concert hall, the Hudson Museum
(which consists of 12,000 square feet of
Alcohol abuse at UMO:
one drink from death
by -Doug Ireland
Staff Writer
Since September, nine of 15 people
treated at the Cutler Health Center
for severe cases of alcohol/drug intox-
ication were "precipitously close to
death," according to UMO's
substance abuse consultant and
educator.
Four of these people were treated
in the past two weeks and three welrc
hospitalized, said Robert Dana, coor-
dinator of Substance Abuse Services
at Cutler Health Center.
"These nine people were so toxic
that death could have occurred with
the addition of another drink,"
Dana said.
Each of the nine people were also
treated at Eastern Maine Medical
Center or at St. Joseph Hospital in
Bangor, said Dana and Betsy Allin,
associate director of Cutler Health
Center.
Due to confidentially of patients'
records filed at Cutler, Dana and
Allin.said they could not release in-
formation on the victims.
"These things shouldn't happen,"
Dana said, "but it (alcohol consump-
tion) is as big a problem on this cam-
pus as on other campuses."
Since classes resumed Jan. 13, cases
of "alcohol toxicity" — characteriz-
ed by unconsciousness, an increased
heart rate, heightened blood pressure,
and irregular breathing — have
become more common, Dana said.
"Four cases are a lot," in two
weeks, Dana said. "Right when peo-
ple come back (after Christmas
break) there is a separation from their
parents and .a return to in-
dependence."
This renewed independence spurs a
rise in "immediate drinking" — but
that is not unusual for the beginning
of a semester, he said.
Ninety-three percent of all college
students consume alcoholic beverages
and approximately 65 percent of these
people drink alcohol frequently, Dana
said.
"Although this is a substance abus-
ing society, people generally don't
know much" about the effects of
alcohol and drugs, he said.
Dana said that although 15 cases
of severe drug/alcohol intoxication
have been treated at Cutler Health
Centei, he suspects "there are a lot of
people who are probably not brought
in."
People who are brought in are
cared for until they are detoxified.
The more severe cases — people with
blood alcohol levels of more than .30.
— are transported to an area hospital,
he said.
The average person, depending on
their body chemistry, usually loses
consciousness with a BAC of .25, ac-
cording to Dana, who said a
1.50-pound male must drink 10 bot-
tles of beer, 10 glasses of wine, or 10
shots of liquor in an hour before he
passed out.
A 120-pound female would have to
drink at least seven drinks to produce
identical effects, he said.
gallery space on three different levels),
Hauck Auditorium ancTosibly a con-
nector building that would link the
center to the Memorial Union.
Katz said the museum, under .the
—direction of Richard Emerick, an an-
thropology professor and director of
UMO's Anthropology Museum, will
house a series of exhibits, some perma-
nent exhibits from UMO's art collection
and special traveling exhibits from such
museums as the Smithsonian Institution.
Robert Whelan, assistant to UMO
President Arthur Johnson, is the chair-
man of a planning group working on
developing a conceptual plan for the
proposed connector building between
the center and the Memorial Union.
"Essentially what we are looking at is
rehearsal space, storage space, office
space and classrooms for use by the
music, theater and dance depart-
ments, " he said.
The committee is considering install-
ing a small service kitchen to be used by
caterers for such events as black-tie ban-
quets and parties. "If groups, both on-
and off-campus, want to tie (catering) in-
to a social event or fund-raiser, then we'd
have kitchen and clean-up facilities
available. "
• He said the committee is also con-
sidering using the space as "conference
break out rooms," rooms in which -
different groups  of committees could 
meet during large conferences.
The committee, he said, is looking in-
to using the connector building for
multiple uses through scheduling.
Whelan said it is too early to tell how
much the proposed connector would
cost, but said the committee was look-
(see CENTER page 2)
Unrest in Haiti could
imperil UMO foresters
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
There is some concern for the safety
of UMO foresters working in trouble-
ridden Haiti, but no plans have been
made yet for their return to the United
States, the dean of the College of Forest
Resources said Monday.
Gregory N. Brown said UMO's
research project in Haiti began in March,
1985 and is being funded through the
United States Agency for International
Development. The $800,000 project is
tentatively scheduled to end Aug. 31.
The foresters are involved with other
organizations in a project to help pea-
sant farmers plant trees around their
fields and create woodlots to prevent soil
erosion and provide wood for fuel.
Brown said he spoke with State
Department officials who were concern-
ed about the foresters while he was in
Haiti three weeks ago. "At this point we
don't know (if the foresters will be ask-
ed to leave)," he said.
"The way things are blowing out of
proportion in Haiti, there is a chance the
prOjeces funding may be terminated and
people may be asked to leaVeT" he
said.
The United States government is
threatening to cut aid to Haiti in half if
the turmoil continues, said John Benoit,
the director of Conferences and In-
stitutes. He said any decrease in funding
could determine if the project will
continue.
Political unrest was evident when
Brown was in Haiti, he said, and two
UMO students who worked on the pro-
ject confirmed that the unrest has been
going on for a while.
The funding would be cut because of
the political turmoil and because of
Haiti's poor human rights record, accor-
ding to the Associated Press.
Recent riots against the government of
President-for-Life Jean-Claude Duvalier
may lead to the end of the 30-year
Duvalier dynasty.-
Duvalier sent armed troops into the
trouble spots.Monday and reports from
doctors and other sources said more
than 50 people may have been killed
since the violence started Nov. 27, but
the number has not been confirmed.
At least 11 people were known dead
last week in Cap Haitien and Port-au-
Prince, near where the UMO foresters
are located.
One anti-government protest Sunday
involved about 2,000 protesters, accor-
ding to AP reports.
Rioting prompted the shut down of
the airport in Cap Haitien Thursday and
a partial curfew was set in that city Sun-
day. Communication and transportation
to most of the country remained cut
Monday.
UMO students Norman D. Barberi
and Douglas R. Gill, who recently
returned from Haiti, said the violence
has been going on for a while, but they
are not worried about the safety of
foresters still there.
Marshall D. Ashley, professor of
forest resources and forest engineering,
and his family are in still Haiti along
with UMO student Lisa McGowen.
They are the only two foresters still in
Haiti. Since March, there have been bet-
ween 2-10 people from UMO par-
ticipating in the project.
"People were noticing a sentiment that
(see HAITI page 3)
•
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-40Center
ing at a net useable space figure of
30,000 square feet.
Although the connector building was
part of the original plan, it still must
undergo approval at the campus level, by
the UMaine system and by the board of 
trustees, he said.
"We're only beginning our work right
now," he said. "We've been meeting
with a lot of different units on campus
to (assess) their space needs and hear
their ideas."
Among the groups that will be using
the center are Arts Alive, the
Distinguished Lecture Series, Studen
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Alpha Phi Spring Rush • 1986
Fiesta-Taco Dinner Party
Date: Feb. 6, 1986
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Place: A. Room
Come and eat Tacos and Mexican food with the AO's'
The AO Room is located in the basement
of Hancock Hall
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continued from page 1)
Entertainment and Activities, Maine
Masque and the departments of theater,
dance and music The center will also be
used for conferences, .fund-raisers and
other special events.
Katz said he has approached members
of SEA to discuss the possibility of stag-
ing a rock concert featuring a "big
name" band and hopes the group takes
this event on a one of its projects.
Planning for the center started about
10 years ago, Katz said, but construction
did not get underway until two years ago
because the design was changed a
number of times.
The center was originally a $2.5
million project but because of the 1970s
inflation spiral, will now cost $7.5
million, the limit set by the board of
trustees, he said.
"To date, just over $7 million has been
raised," Katz said. An additional
$40,000 must be raised in order to com-
plete the project.
Katz said most of the money for the
construction of the Maine Center for the
Arts cattle from private and corporate
donations. Gifts us large as Si million
have been received from Maine philan-
thropist Elizabeth Noyce and from the
sale of art work from the estate of
William Palmer.
Classifieds
WANTED:Head waterfront director 21' '
Exp.:rienced W.S.1. lop Brother/Sister
Camp In P00111101 Of PA. 6/24K) 8120. Pool
or lake (pouf choice) ' lap salary plus RAH.
Call collect 215/887'970 or write ' Mr.
lilac k, 40 Benum East. Jen k into% n, PA.
119046
 &10:11480 Weekly/Up Mailing ( instlaris! No
quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
adressed stamped eine4opet Success. PO Ekei
0 C W, Woodstock, II n0098.
( AMP COUNSELORS: Slif Outstanding
Slim & Trim Down Camps: tenon, Dance,
Slinsnastics. WSI, Athletics. Nutri-
i ion/Dietetics. 20 + Separate girls' and boys'
camps.. 7 weeks. Camp Camelot on college
campuses at Mass-, Penn.. No Carolina,
Calif. Contact: Michelle Friedman. Direc-
tor. 947 Neaten Dr.. NO. Windinere, N.Y.
11581. 1-800-421-4321.
ansaillads are SLSO tor the (Int enemy wards sag
to rents kw each addiainnal word per day.
We Make House Calls!
SYMONYZ CITY
• Auto repairs on campus
• Student discounts
• Self-service bay available
• auto polishing
Easy to find at 120 Garland St. Bangor.
Phone 947-7314 days
947-3878 nights
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Haiti 
they had not seen before. People were
saying 'Down with Duvalierand were
speaking more openly," said Barberi,
a senior forestry major who spent last
summer in Haiti.
"The uprisings are becoming more
violent, more open, and more frequent,
but there were protests before," said
Gill, a doctoral candidate in forestry
who returned from an eightmonth stay
Five-war
 term
 proposed 
in Haiti in late December.
He was in Port-au-Prince during one
riot. "I had no choice. I was stuck in the
city and there was nothing much I could
do," Gill said.
Barberi said it could be dangerous to
be there now, "but generally I don't
believe anything will happen unless the
rioters want publicity."
"The way to get (international) atten-
tion is to shoot an American," he
said.
"There is no real anti-American sen-
timent there," Barberi said, "so the
foresters are probably not in danger."
He said he would not be too concern-
ed about his colleagues unless the airport
in Port-au-Prince isclosed. Even then, he
said, the foresters could still go to the
American Embassy.
continued from page II)
"The situation is unpredictable 1 can't
tell what exactly is happening because I
am not there, but there are always ways
to get the foresters out of the coun-
try," he said.
The violence mostly involves students,
Barbed said.
Gill said he thinks the riots stem from
the fact that the country is very poor and
many people are out of work.
Chancellor-selection bill sees much support
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
A bill which would give the Maine
Legislature some control over the selec-
tion of a chancellor of the UMaine
svs t w. "a at deal of sup-
p. Steven Bost
port" in the committee hearing, Rep.
Steven Bost, D-Orono, a sponsor of the'
bill, said Monday.
Opponents of the bill, however, say
the problem should be worked out
within the university itself.
Bost, D-Orono, said the bill, which
was discussed by the education commit-
tee Monday afternoon, is "at least two
weeks away from a formal vote" by the
Legislature.
The bill calls for a fixed, five-year term
for the chancellor, with a legislative
review and senate confirmation of the
person picked for the position. Also in-
Bott said the university should be held
accountable to the voters, as he is held
accountable to his constituents every two
years.
"We as a legislature should only get
involved with the university when there
are problems," he said.
"There is a crisis of leadership at the
top of the university system."
— Rep. John Bott
ciuded in the bill is an annual evaluation
of the chancellor's performance.
The bill states that the nominating
committee for the chancellor would be
composed of three members of the
board of-trusteek-three university faculty
'members, thrfe students,_one_ profes-
sional employee of the University of
Maine, one classified employee represen-
ting the Associated Faculties of the
University of Maine, one Maine alum-
nus and one private citizen.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said,
"There is a crisis of leadership at the top
of the university system."
)
)
Side
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Come on Over to
Our House!
Alpha Tau Omega brothers
and Alpha Chi Omega
sisters would like to invite
underclassmen (males and
females) to their
Steak Dinner Rush :
Wednesday Feb 5
from 4:30-6:00
at the ATO house
Call 581-4150 for a ride
or more information
.1•11. .11•0.
Right now the "public and the
Legislature have little confidence in the
BOT, " he said.
BOT member Harrison L. Richardson
said the bill would eliminate the board's
authority in the hiring and flrfng of the
chancellor.
Richardson and Jean Childs, a
member of the visiting committee, have
asked legislators to develop a statement
of goals for the UMaine system and to
work with the trustees in implementing
the goals.
Bost said those against the bill think
the "board shouldn't be denied any of
their existing power—the Legislature
should stick to approving budgets and
not meddle."
The five-year plan increased the lack
of confidence the legislature has in the
board, and it indicated "a lack of judg-
ment" by the board, he said.
"We need, as a legislature, to establish
a rapport with the chancellor's office
before a crisis develops. This is one of
the purposes of the Legislature," Bost
said, adding that the moving of the
chancellor's office to Augusta "does very
little in enhancing the relationship bet-
ween the chancellor's office and the
Legislature."
If you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.
LATE NIGHT LOCAL
CINEMA CENTERS CORP ...WHERE THE MOVIES ARE
.•.• • .. •
BANGOR MALL
CINEMAS 1-81-95 (EXIT 49) STILLWATER AVENUE TEL 942-1303
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST. II
1:00 700 900 (1,1)
MATINEES
EVERY
DAY!
IRON EAGLE
1:20 6:40 9:30 (PG-13)
OUT OF AFRICA
1:15 6:00 9:15 (PG)
THE BEST OF TIMES
1:10 7:30 9:50 (P6-13)
ELIMINATORS
12:30 7:20 1000 (PG)
SPIES LIKE US
12:50 7:10 9:40 (PG)
YOUNG BLOOD
12:40 6:50 9:20 (R)
MURPHY'S ROMANCE
1:30 6:30 9:10 (P6.13)
BREWER
CINEMAS 1-4
BREWER SHOPPING CENTER ROUTE 'IA 989-3313
MATINEES SAT
SUN •HOLIDAYS
6:30
ROCKY IV
9:10 (PG)
THE JEWEL OF THE NILE
6:50 9:00 (PG)
BACK TO THE FUTURE
6:30 8:50 (PG)
WHITE NIGHTS
7.00 8:50 (PG•13)
ELLS WORTH CINEMAS
TEL. 667-3251
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST. II
7:00 9:00 (P)
MATINEES SAT
SUN' HOLIDAYS
ELIMINATORS
6:45 9:15 IPG)
........
NOW!! A SHUTTLE FROM UMO TO BANGOR MALL CINEMAS!
Shuttle Bus to Bangor Mall Cinemas...
* * ...departs Hauck Auditorium Circle 6:00 p.m. & 6:45 p.m.* *
returns 8:55 p.m. & 9:40 p.m.
Roundtrip Ticket only $1.50
for more info, call 942-1409
Elections of lnterdormitory Board
President and Vice
-President
will be held on February 13.
If interested pick up petitions at t -e
c)'Student Government Office, Third P Dor,
Memorial Union.
c)Contact Susan Couturier, IDB President.
for more details. 
-1760.
Please note that petitions have to bk,
turned in by February 6th.
4
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World/U.S. News
Reagan alerts Congress to battle welfare crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan told Congress on Tuesday the
breakdown of the family structure
among America's welfare recipients has
reached crisis proportions and ordered
his administration to devise a strategy by
December to break "the spider's web of
dependency."
While proclaiming "a Great American
Comeback" from a land of broken
dreams, Reagan directed new attention
to social concerns, pledging to work with
private insurers to develop affordable in-
surance against the costs of catastrophic
illness.
In a State of the Union address
delayed a week by the explosion of the
shuttle Challenger, Reagan asked Con-
gress to pause with him to "mourn and
honor the valor of our seven Challenger
heroes. " He then delivered, as ex-
pected, a relatively brief and upbeat
report on a nation that he said is "grow-
ing stronger every day."
The president suggested few initiatives
in his fifth such address, boosting again
his tax reform proposal and extolling
Congress to cut the federal deficit by
reducing spending. His remarks includ-
ed an emphatic thumbs-down on tax
increases.
hare your favorite fish recipe and cVVIN
/60 FISH
• // Recipe Contest
Enter your favorite recipe for either
pollack, cod, sole, haddock, or hake.
Five recipes will be chosen and pre-
. • the week of
March 24th. If your recipe is cho-
sen,you will receive dinner for two
at the University Club. Entry forms
may be picked up at your dining
commons. Return entry forms to 201
Wells Commons by Friday, February 14
at 4:30pm. Enter Today!
Our threb-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier td ay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a . arship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Sc rships
pay for full tuition and allowances for eitional
fees and textbooks. Along with up to S1,000
a rear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Call 581-1125
Deadline for 2 yr. scholarship is Fehrtiar 28
Deadline for 3 yr. scholarship is April 15
ARN lY RESERVE. OFFICERS. TRAINING CORPS
a
Reagan also suggested that in his pro-
posed budget for fiscal 1987, which he
will send to Congress Wednesday, several
programs and agencies will be pegged
for sharp funding cuts.
Saying heavy federal deficits cloud the
future, Reagan said, "We cannot win
that race held back by horse-and-buggy
programs that waste tax dollars and
squander human potential."
In laying out his hopes to reform
welfare programs, Reagan said: "In the
welfare culture, the breakdown of the
family, the most basic support system,
has reached crisis proporetions — in
female and child poverty, child abandon-
ment, horrible crimes and deteriorating
schools."
In a prepared response, the
Democratic Party said Reagan's view of
the condition of America is too rosy,
that under Reagan's leadership, the na-
tion has been faced with devastating
budget deficits, a floundering farm
economy and a staggering trade deficit.
The Democrats, echoing the words of
Republican Senate leaders earlier this
week, said that any proposals to increase
taxes to reduce the budget deficit would
have to come from Reagan.
Replying to repeated calls by some in
Congress to raise taxes to reduce the
federal deficit, Reagan said "I'm sorry,
they're asking the wrong people to
tighten their belts. It's time we reduced
the federal budget and left the family
budget alone."
Beat the Below Zero
Blues in Bermuda
Win a FREE trip to Bermuda
for you and a friend
Tickets available in the Memorial Union, Cafeterias
and from Beta Theta Pi and Delta Delta Delta
members
All proceeds_will be donate lt the\\,1
Ben
 United Way AA
Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi an
Delta Delta Delta
•
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Brennan seeks time in nuclear dump site issue
AUGUSTA (AP) — Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan sought legal advice Tuesday on
how the state could win more time to
build its case against being picked as a
nuclear waste dump site, but a
spokesman for the U.S. Energy Depart-
ment said chances are slim that the April
16 deadline will be extended.
"We are considering it, but the
chances are very small." said Brian
Quirke, spokesman for the DOE's
Crystalline Repository Project. He add-
ed that the department may consider
comments that are submitted after the
90-day response period ends.
Brennan asked Attorney General
James E. Tierney to outline "any possi-
ble legal actions we may pursue" in order
to stop the DOE from picking one of
two sites in Maine as the location for a
high-level waste repository.
Tierney said he was considering litiga-
tion to extend the comment period as
well as "a variety of other challenges"
he would not specify.
Both of Maine's U.S. senators,
Democrat George J. Mitchell and
Republican William S. Cohen, have ask-
ed the DOE to double the 90-day
response period to give the states enough
time to review the material used in corn-
piling the draft report and to formulate
a detailed response. Maine's Radioactive
Waste Advisory Commission is also
seeking a delay.
The two Maine sites are among 12 in
seven states being considered for a high-
level waste repo3itory. The states and In-
dian tribes whose land covers eastern
target areas were given 90 days to res-
pond to their selection on Jan. 16.
Suspect charged in Salt Lake City bombings
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A Mor-
mon documents dealer, identified more
than three months ago as the prime
suspect in the October bombing deaths
of two people, was charged with first-
degree murder, authorities said.
Mark Hofmann, accompanied by his
attorneys, turned himself in Tuesday
morning at the Salt Lake City-County
Reagan's new,
Jail, said Deputy Salt Lake County At-
torney Walter Ellett.
A complaint was filed in 5th Circuit
Court charging Hofmann with two
counts of first-degree murder and an
unspecified number of fraud and forgery
counts, Ellet said.
A secretary who answered the
telephone at the office of Hofmann's at-
et puts
spending under $1 trillion
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's new budget will propose
government spending of _just under $I
trillion next year, including a 12 percent__
boost for the military but sweeping cut-
backs in health, housing and other
civilian programs, administration and
congressional sources said Tuesday.
anonymity. This year's deficit is expected
to be about $208 billion.
And, the president'
this target not only with spending ctos
bar with money earned through the sale
of federal properties and assets, called
"privatization'-'— by administration
officials.
Administration and congressional
At the same time, the budget will meet sources said the budget would propose
the target of the new Gramm-Rudman total federal spending of $994 billion if
budget balancing law of reducing the fiscal 1987. To reach the $144 billion
federal deficit to $144 billion in fiscal deficit target of Gramm-Rudman, the
1987, which begins Oct. 1, said officials budget will propose deficit-reduction
who spoke only on the condition of steps of $38 billion, the sources said.
Democrats criticize
Reagan's spending policies
• II
WASHINGTON (AP) - — The
Democratic Party on Tuesday portrayed
President Reagan as presiding over a
policy of "spend, spend, spend; borrow,
•borrow, borrow."
Reagan, the Democrats said, is
responsible for a devastating budget
deficit and a floundering economy.
To present the party's response to
Reagan's State of the Union address, the
Democrats turned to former Virginia
Gov. Charles S. Robb, and to Sen.
George Mitchell of Maine, Harriet
Woods, the lieutenant governor of
Missouri, and Reps. Tom Daschle_of_
South Dakota and William Gray of
Pennsylvania.
ft
SOPHOMORES 
Now is the time to
apply for the Air
Force ROTC 2
year program.
Call today
Captain Suarez
581-1381
Am FORGE 
ROTCG.,•..„ in 0.eatW,f ft
In a briefing for reporters, they outlin-
ed the themes of that response, making
clear, in Mitchell's words, they believe the
post-Reagan era is approaching and the
"the Democratic Party is back, looking
'to the future, confident about what
America can do — if we do the right
things now."
"We don't underestimate the presi-
dent," said Mitchell, chairman of the
Democratic Senatorial Steering Com-
mittee, who was to moderate the
Democratic response.
torneys, Ronald Yengich and Bradley
Rich, said the lawyers would not com-
ment on the case until tat&
HolThann is accused in the Oct. 15
deaths of Steven Christensen, a 30-year-
old stockbroker with whom he had deal--
ings in rare Mormon church documents,
and Kathleen Sheets, 50, the wife of
Gary Sheets, a Christensen associate.
American Heart 0
Association
Christensen was killed by a booby-
trapped pipe bomb at his downtown of-
fice. Hours later, a package bomb killed
Mrs. Sheets at her suburban home. In-
vestigators said the bomb that killed
Mrs. Sheets had been addressed to her
husband.
The next day, Hofmann was injured
when a bomb blew up his sports car.
"Myths are things which
never happened, but
±JL±. always are."
+ Salustius, 4th cen. •
The Maine Christian Association
to** 00
SaliOt 7)(4CITIRE!!
Sign up
outside of
Senior Skulls Room
1rd floor, Memorial
-SENIOR PICTURES CANCELLED AFTER FEB. 17
DUE TO I,ACK OF RESPONSE:'
Dates of photo
appointments:
PO. 3rd thru 7th
Feb. '10th thru 14th
Feb.- 14th thru 17th
-HOURS 8 a..m to 5 p.m.
01.1) TOWN ROOM
,111, .1•1•.""
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Brothers
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Editorial
Food for thought
ip resident Reagan's nomination ofRichard E. Lyng to the position ofsecretary of agriculture has been a topic of
some controversy nationwide because he comes
from a business background. Some say he's a par-
tisan who serves big business.
So what?
The U.S. agricultural industry is facing the worst
of times that it has seen in decades. Meanwhile,
consumers forget that efforts to produce food
comes from people.
One concern that small and part-time farmers
have comes from their inexperience with
technology. Many have had no contact with state-
of-the-art equipment.
Most farmers know they must update their craft
regularly. This would make them more competitive
in the industry. UMO agriculture experts hear this
conccrn uften. They work with Maine farmers to
cultivate better crops.
Ron Hendricks is a state conservationist. He
works in the United States Department of
Agriculture building at UMO. Hendricks said
although some farmers may not share Reagan's en-
thusiasm for Lyng's nomination, there may not be
much difference who serves that post. The fate of
today's farmers rests largely on what programs
Congress is willing to support.
According to Stewart N. Smith, Maine secretary
of agriculture, current policies wilt continue-n-kt—
drive a wedge" between farmers who are middle-
sized food producers and the large food producers.
1 he current system for food distribution seems
focused on the need of conglomerations. While the
supermarkets, convenience stores and other firms
with a nationwide chain may continue and thrive,
smaller stores may not.
There is currently a market for small and part-
time farmers. According to Hendricks, if 10 or 15
small farm-owners organize to sell their crops col-
lectively, then they would be more competitive.
Also, Maine farmers are in a unique position:
there is more than ample land for produce; farmers
have a reasonable amount of technology available
to them; land prices are more stable than they are
in many states — and less inflated, too.
Tacked onto that, Maine is closer to one-third of
the total U.S. population, which is located in the
east. Considering the high cost of food distribu-
tion, that is an asset.
From a pragmatic standpoint, Reagan's choice
for secretary of agriculture seems valid. Lyng will
most likely encourage small farmers to pool their
harvests for a vacillating industry.
Maine's small and part-time farmers have most
of the basic tools needed for better farm
agriculture.
Operating in an industry that is greatly distressed
nationally, farmers in Maine have the potential to
turn the situation around to their favor. It just
takes initiative.
714, e.
•
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ERIC WICKLUND 
And the -
winner is
Quick: two words, both four letters
long, meaning a trivial, oftentimes inane
pastime, usually partaken of in the mor-
ning but now possible in the early hours
of the evening.
The answer: game show.
No doubt about it, they're popular. So
popular, in fact, that they warrant weird,
exotic commercials and the most famous
game show hosts are rapidly becoming
household names.
I confess. I watch them sometimes. I
even try to figure out the puzzles before
the supposedly "average American" con-
testants. If I keep up at it, I'll soon have
a remarkable grasp of everything in this
world that can be considered trivia —
the average per capita income of a
Yugoslavian actor, the salt content of a
teardrop, etc. I'll be able to hit that
buzzer in no time flat with the correct
word, question or price.
Now, all game shows are cerebral or
else they're based on luck. They take
contestant-sr—pit—them against one
another and determine just how stupid
one can be before a nationally televised
audience. The winners win surprisingly
large amounts of money and other
prizes, and the losers are whisked off
stage to accept, with gracious smiles,
consolation prizes. Everybody wins,
,nobody loses.
I guess people really will do anything
for money.
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KEN BRACK 
Transmission...
transition...
Out in the wilds of Greenbush, on the
east bank of the Penobscot, one of the
last settled areas before township tundra,
beyond the cultural bastions of Bangor
and Orono — a link to Europe and
Africa may soon be in the making.
Please don't laugh. Especially if you are
an electrical engineer with an interest in
short wave transmission.
It seems a Boston-based broadcasting--
corporation wants to build a transmis-
sion station in Greenbush (about 12
miles north of Orono) so radio program-
ming en route from Boston can be
broadcast across the Atlantic to African
and European nations.
- -A spokesperson for the Christian
Science Monitor Broadcasting Corp.,
sister to the international daily
newspaper of the same name, recently
said three towers would dominate the
site, two being about 360 feet high.
The proposed 60-acre, 500-kilowatt
station would house a transmitter and a
satellite antenna as well. Town officials
and the Monitor Corp. are waiting for
a decision from the Maine Environmen-
tal Protection Agency on the site before
the town decides on any actual
developement.
Greenbush Town Manager Bob
Whritenour recently said the town lacks
a formal review process for the develope-
ment. No zoning ordinances apply and
the Monitor Corp. is
to get a permit for I
although they have
with the town, Whri
While Greenbusl
weighing the benefit
station — mainly ta
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Response
On "Jeopard' you're given an answer
and asked to provide the question — but
these answers aren't normal ones.
They're much easier. Just throw an
answer like "48" or "San Francisco" in
there and see what happens.
On "Wheel of Fortune,' you play a
sort of modified version of hangman by
plugging in letters to form names, places
or phrases and then you purchase items
from a showcase with the money you've
won. I've gotten pretty good at that one,
and I know I'll be able to figure out the
word — no problem at all — should I
encounter that type of problem in real
life.
Then there's "The Price is Right:'
where I've learned the exact price of a
jar of. Peter Pan Peanut Butter and that
a brand new Chevy is less expensive than
a weekend for two in Omaha, Nebraska.
There are many more where these
came from — I can just envision a team
of creative consultants hired by a net-
work to think up new formats for game
shows — and many of them are pretty
funny when you sit down and think
about them. Some even make use of out-
of-work movie and television celebrities
to help the contestants with their trials.
And in the end, when you turn off the
television set, you have a head full of ter-
rific Trivial Pursuit questions and a lit-
tle sorrow l'Or -Mt little old lad-k. mm
Boise who didn't win that new Porsche
because she didn't know the capital city
of Australia.
I knew it, though. It's Canberra.
Whatever happened to "Beat the
Clock?" Now that was quality.
Eric Wicklund is a senior creative
writing and journalism major from
Pitts idol Mass.
the Monitor Corp. is not legally required
to get a permit for the developement,
although they have been cooperative
with the town, W'hritenour said.
While Greenbush selectmen are
weighing the benefits of the proposed
station — mainly taxes — versus the
aesthetics of the towers and neighbors'
concerns, the outcome appears to be
predictable. As Whritenour said, "We
don't have a formal review process, so if
deemed okay by the EPA we have no
reason to deny them." Individual pro-
perty owners with land abutting the pro-
posed site in the northeast section of
Greenbush may not agree.
Besides the view of the towers, at least
one individual recently told the Bangor
Daily News the sale of the land by the
Nature Conservancy, a national conser-
vation group, to the Monitor Corp. pro 
ceeded without any notice to abutters
until it was too late.
Ttj "quiet" sale of the 60-acre lot
and tie lack of a formal review process
are two issues worth wrangling over for
the town. Yet for the majority of local
residents and the nearby academic com-
munity, the developement may be
somewhat of a boon.
The economic impact of the transmis-
sion station is minor, if you disinclude
taxes generated, as only four to six full
and part-time technicians and engineers
would be employed once construction
ends. Yet a few jobs for UMO electrical
engineers and perhaps an active
laboratory for many would result.
_So who says this is "life in the slow
lane" up here? Not this tax-paying
Greenbush resident.
Ken Brack is a seniorEnglish writing
major from Natick, Ma.
Actress defends Pavilion Theatre play
Io the editor:
I am compelled to respond to
Fern C. Stern's letter of 1/31,
because I am a participant in
UMO theater as well as the
"bullying, " "ranting" actress
who appeared in Miss
Margarida's Way, one of the
plays which Ms. Stearns con-
demned as "offensive."
The play was chosen for the
purposeful and very relevant
message it has. Constructed to
be a highly unusual theatrical
event, it is set in the environ-
ment of an eighth-grade
classroom. The audience is con-
fronted with a woman who is
terribly afraid and insecure, but
is so deluded by her own vast
knowledge and sense of self-
importance, she ultimately
destroys herself and everything
she represents. The audience is
involved directly because they
are the very people Miss
Margarida is afraid of, and thus
who she must control. More
than anything else, Miss
argarida is a symbol that
works above the level of reality,
and the play teaches an in-
valuable and positive lesson to
those who participate in it.
They are taught that people like
Miss Margarida — and there
are many — are a danger to
society and to personal
freedom.
Miss Margarida needs to
threaten because the nature of
her personality dictates that she
protect herself against any
rebellion that may occur. She
uses strong language partly to
intimidate, but more important-
ly because she expresses how
she really feels, unlike most of
her ilk who simply hide behind
masks of even more cruel
manipulation. Those who can-
not see beyond the language —
the mere words that express the
character — are either judging
the play on the shallowest possi-
ble level, or else they are refus-
ing to acknowledge a reality of
the human condition. If we on-
ly want plays that present a
"positive" message, i.e. Man
overcomes all, love wins out,
good guys finish first, etc., we
may as well discredit a huge
percentage of plays written over
the past 2700 years. Burn them
all: Oedipus Rex, Hamlet, King
Lear, Waiting for Godot, Death
of a Salesman, A Streetcar
Named Desire, A Long Day's
Journey Into Night. Throw
them into the "mindless
trashcan filled with garbage,"
and only view such works that
present an unrealistic, rose-
colored vision of the world.
I doubt that we are living in
an "enlightened age" — war,
hunger, and prejudice have
never thrived more rampantly
than in the twentieth century —
and theatre always has reflected
the nature of Man and the
society he lives in. In our age,
Christian belief is widespread,
and an aspect of it was address-
ed in Sister Mary Ignatius last
December. Other plays at UMO
have addressed other issues
besides Christianity, such as All
My Sons, Children of a Lesser
God, and Sticks and Bones.
Christian belief certainly has
not been the only subject of ex-
ploration, or "attack," but it
seems to be an issue that some
take more personally than the
horrors of war, or the possible
dangers of a capitalist society.
Christ himself was not ridicul-
ed in Sister Mary Ignatius, nor
was the faith he represents de-
meaned. As I recall from seeing
the production, the birth and
death of Christ was presented in
the context of a "play within a
play" that ridiculed a simplistic
and dogmatic narrow-
mindedness of the Sister. Could
not the author have been saying
that our view of Christ should
be worth more than passive ac-
ceptance of threats that we may
go to hell or purgatory for our
"mortal sins?" The Greeks,
who originated drama as we
know it, often satyrized their
gods and religion in comedies.
Certainly their gods were no less
important to them than the
Christian faith is to many peo-
ple today.
I was no' associated with
Sister Mary directly, but as far
as Miss Margarida's Way is con-
cerned, there has been an over-
whelming response of apprecia-
tion, understanding, and en-
couragement for this sort of
endeavor. Professors from the
art, history, and English depart-
ments, as well as religious
leaders, have attended the play
and responded favorably to the
material it presents, and the
language used to explore this
material was considered in-
cidental. I sincerely hope that
the material 'dumped' in the
Pavilion will always strive to
reach those who are open and
willing to understand.
Pursuit of truth requires free inquiry
To the editor:
I am saddened and appalled
to hear a member of this
academic community express
such anti-intellectual sentiments
as those expressed by Professor
Fern Stearns in the Jan. 31 let-
ter in The Daily Maine Campus
Stearns did not like some re-
cent dramatic performances
presented on campus, which is
certainly her right. I do not like
all drama I see.
But then to tell us, because
she didn't like these perfor-
mances, that "I see no reason
why the Christian belief should
be fair game" for criticism or
the exploration of other ideas is
a denial of the major purpose
of the university in a free
society.
Here we are supposed to be
dedicated to the pursuit of
"truth" through free and open
inquiry. To say anything is
above question is ridiculous, in
our context.
Professor Stearns would be
upset, I am sure, if sorileone of
a different religious conviction
from hers objected to a
dramatic presentation favorable.
to Christianity, which offended
that person. -
She would not want the
Theater Department to cave in
to this non-Christian prejudice.
By telling her they_felt_they
needed to present plays and
ideas of many different points
of view, the department was
reacting like any in a university
should react.
Johanna Whitmore
Orono
Indeed; if a department like
that tried to present only that
which offended nobody, it
would find it hard put to,stage
even something as usually in-
nocuous as Mary Poppins.
I do hope Professor Stearns
will think more carefully about
her scathing criticism of free
inquiry.
Brooks W. Hamilton
Professor Emeritus of
Journalism
-
-e
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Manson asks parole to 'join
revolution down south:
SAN QUENTIN, Calif. (AP) — Mass
murderer Charles Manson had his sixth
bid for parole rejected Tuesday after he
made a surprise appearance before the
board and made a rambling statement
that if released, he might go to Libya or
Iran.
A three-member panel of the state
Board of Prison Terms met privately for
about 30 minutes before announcing
Manson was unsuitable for parole from
his life sentence for the slayings of ac-
tress Sharon Tate and six other people
15 years ago. They set his next hearing
for the maximum period of three years.
Loretta Collier, who chaired the panel,
said the parole was denied Manson
because of the "cold-blooded and
senseless murders"; his violent
(Ai m HIGHFor a future
with
a professional
team. . .
...check out Air Force
ROTC. If you're in nursing
school, you may be eligible
for a scholarship. Air Force
_nursing_cipportunities--arn-
unlimited — it all depends on
vou. contact:
Captain Suarez
- 1 3.8 1
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ROTC
io a gleat stay 01 1.te
childhood; his prison behavior; and a
psychiatric evaluation that showed he is
a potentially violent schizophrenic.
Manson, who had vowed not to attend
the hearing, appeared before the board
with long gray hair and beard, a swastika
on his forehead, and his hands in
manacles.
He said he had a 20-page document
to read at the end of the hearing, ob-
jected to the presence of a state-
appointed attorney, and then answered
a question on what he would do if releas-
ed with a discourse on his options.
"I'd probably join the revolution down
south somewhere and try to save my life
on the planet Earth. I might go to Libya.
I might go see the Ayatollah (Khomeini).
I might go to France, catch somebody
in France I'm upset with."
Manson and four followers were con-
victed in the August 1%9 slayings of five
people, including Miss Tate, the wife of
director Roman Polanski. The victims
were hacked to death in  a house in an
exclusive area of Los Angeles. The next
night, wealthy Leno and Rosemary La-
Bianca were murdered in their home
across town.
FINANCIAL AID
The 1986-87 Financial Aid Forms
are available at the Office of
Student Aid, 2nd Floor,
Wingate Hall.
to$
They should be mailed by:
FEB. 15, 1986
to College Scholarship
Service for receipt by:
MARCH 1, 1986
NEWS BRIEFS
Woman testifies
against minister
BANGOR (AP) — A woman
testified Tuesday that a controversial
minister at the Lee Baptist Church
had pushed her to the ground twice
outside her home as he tried to take
away her foster child, who was a
member of his fundamentalist school.
Christine Thurston testified on the
opening day of Rev. Daniel Dunphy's
jury-waive trial on charges of assault
and criminal trespass. Superior Court
Justice Eugene Beaulieu is hearing the
case.
The charges are linked to last sum-
mer's outbreak of violence in Lee,
where Dunphy operates a Christian
school and is pastor of the Baptist
Church. Some angry residents accus-
ed him of being a cult leader who was
brainwashing the students.
Air traffic control
safer than in 1981
WASHINGTON (AP) — The air
traffic control system is safer today
than-before-the-198-1-strike-tbatied-to---
the firing of thousands of controllers,
a spokesman for private pilots said
Tuesday.
The rebuilding of the air traffic
control system has drawn con-
siderable controversy since some
11,400 striking controllers were fired,
with critics claiming that safety has
suffered.
But John L. Baker, president of the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Associa-
tion, told a National Press Club
breakfast that is not the case. '
In the year or two before the strike,
he said, air traffic control had
"degenerated into an adversarial
system."
NASA cuts back
search for debris
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA on Tuesday severely cut
back a search of the ocean surface
that has yielded only one-tenth of
Challenger's wreckage, shifting its
emphasis to the "relatively slow and
arduous search of the ocean bot-
tom. "
Chief objects of the search are the
crew compartment,- with its cockpit
voice recorder and electronics that
monitor and record spacecraft
systems, and the right booster rocket
that has emerged as the primary
suspect in the catastrophe.
The Washington Post reported
Tuesday that seconds before the shut-
tle exploded, Mission Control com-
puters recorded a series of problems,
but they were not displayed on ground
controllers' consoles in time to save
the astronauts.
India greets pope
with drums, choirs
SHILLONG, India (AP) —
Former headhunters and tribespeople
dancing to war drums, a rock band
and gospel choir gave Pope John Paul
II a rousing welcome Tuesday to this
remote "Abode of Gods."
"He is like a god," said Neamnei
Abraham, a leader of the Konyaka
Naga tribe that gave up headhunting
about 20 years ago. Many are now
Roman Catholics.
The 65-year-old pontiff took the
occasion to praise those who shed
their blood to spread Christian it y in
this area where foreign missionaries •
are now banned.
Some 200,000 people cheered and
waved tiny papal yellow and white
nags, creating a sea of undulating col-
ors on the Shillong Golf Links course
350 miles northeast of Calcutta.
Comet may cause
floods in China
PEKING (AP) — An astronomer
has warned that the arrival of Halley's
comet over China later this month
could cause major floods along many
Chinese rivers, ahofficial newspaper
said Tuesday.
• The English-language China Dai-
ly said Wang Yongquan of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences noted
that nine of its previous 29 visits since
240 B.C. came before April, and each
time there were huge floods in China.
The comet's last visit in 1910 was
accompanied by the collapse of dams
and river banks along the Yangtze,
Yellow, Huaihe and Liaohe rivers,
killing many people, the report said.
The comet has a reputation for
bringing bad luck to China.
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Sandwich Cinema: "The Rose," 12:15
p.m. Sutton Lounge.
Speak-Up series: "Physicians for Social
Responsibility," 3:15 p.m. in N.
Bangor Lounge, Union.
lDB movie: "All That Jazz," 130 Lit-
tle, 7 and 9 p.m. Free
Maine Outing Club meeting, 7:30 pm.
N. Lown Room, Union.
** Communique **
Bayka Voronietzky plays piano at
Hauck. See Friday's listing
Ice cream party, sponsored by the Silver
Wings Angel Flight, a co-ed, non-
military service organization. Meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the FAA Room, Union.
—Thursday, February 6,
Career Planning and Placement: "Get-
ting Work Experience: Summer Job
Searching," FFA Room, Union, 10
a.m.
Study Skills: Learning More About Your
Personal Style (Myers Briggs) 12:15 p.m.
S. Bangor Lounge.
Longshoremen assault senses
GRR HUH YEAH!
- For this week's musical installment, I
will dwelron a morbid, av-atit=gar e7-
assault of the senses. "Grr Huh Yeah!"
by the Longshoremen is that — And
much more.
Listening very intently to this album,
I was thrown 'into a variety of moods.
It is unique and extremely innovative.
Rather then using the standard ensem-
ble of instruments (i.e. drums, guitars,
bass and vocals) the Longshoremen
chose to use rather unique assortment.
Timballs, dobro, rhythm machines,
bricks, chimes, vibraphones and eerie
saxophones, all used very effectively.
The vocal techniques moan and cry in
a primative manner. They are sometimes
repetitive — And always bizarre.
The album's theme seems to be that
there is a link between prehistoric days
and the future.
In the steady pass and percussion
backbeat of the deathlike song, "Go
Moan
suggest that the nature of human evolu-
tion is programed for destruction. The
lyric features expressions like, "modern
art's dead" and "Neitzches corpse
walks."
The song entitled, "The Cave" boasts
terrific spotty avant-garde alto sax-
ophone, reminiscent of Thelonius
Monl .
The repetitive, primative lyrics
("...fossils, bones, brains, nerves/ What
for Man," the Longshoremen
PRIVATE AUCTION
The Off-Campus Board will accept bids until 2/14 on an Atari 520 STcomputer with LOGO, GEM, & Basic (E). Includes printer, word processor,spelling checker, Rarndisk Utility Software. Worth $1,700. Please inquire581-1840. Demonstrations available at The Off-Campus Board, MemorialUnion, UMO, Orono, 04469. The OCB reserve, the right to reject any orall bids.
UMO CHAMBER
CHOIR
Persons who have sung in ensembles before who(ire interested in joining the UAIO Chamber Choir
should come (0 217 Lord Hall on Monday and Fri-
day at 11:00 AM Academic credit available. For
further information call 581-1240 (Music Depart-
ment Office)
a floor. Painted rocks, illegal aliens/ And
this isn't just a cave) at once gives a sense
of primative life.
who wants to lis ell tO d bunch
of primative, repetitive lunatics?
This album, however, is plays very
well. It has a good, solid, jazzy sound.
Also, it's completely off-the-wall. For
music-lovers with a taste for the bizarre,
thi,s album is a perfect choice and deser-
ving of my proverbial five-star rating!
—Album review by Marc
David Denoncourt
Stretching Your Dollars: "Workshop on
Income Tax Preparation," 3:15 p.m
N. Bangor Lounge.
—Friday, February 7
Moslem Friday Prayer, Drummond
Chapel, Union. Noon.
TGIF, 12:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Union.
Fo'c'sle 7:30 p.m. Lown Room.
1
Lord Hall Concert Series:. Brtxcka
Voronietzky, piano, 8 p.a., Hauck
Auditorium. Admission. •
e
poo
GET THE EDGE
Air Force ROTC can help
you stand out from the crowd.
Our training program gives
inen-and- women an -Wad
opportunity for success. You
can have a responsible posi-
tion right away. Why settle for
anything less?
Call Captain Suarez
'..... 
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Sports
Black Bear skaters cruise past Merrimack,
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
Dave Wensley's two goals in the se-
cond period broke open a 3-3 tie and
paced the University of Maine hockey
team to a 6-3 victory over Merrimack
College Tuesday night at Alfond Arena.
The win improves the Black Bears'
overall record to 8-21-1 while maintain-
ing their momentum going into Sunday's
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY
Thur., 6:30 p.m., So. Bangor Lounge
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick, Chaplain
away contest against Providence College.
Maine is 5-20-1 in Hockey East and is
two points behind fifth place Lowell.
The ECAC Division II Warriors drop
to 16-9-1 overall. Their league-leading
record stays pat at 14-2-1.
With the end-to-end game tied 3-3 in
the second period, the 2,100 in atten-
dance watched Black Bears' leading
scorer, Wensley, break out of a nine-
game goalless drought.
The sophomore center wristed in the
rebound of John McDonald's slap shot
at 9:43. And 6:09 later, deja vu, the dif-
ference being Bruce Major taking the in-
itial shot.
"Mac took the shot out front and I
got the rebound," Wensley said. "The
MASON HILL HOT TUBS
$5.00 OFF hourly rentals
of groups of 4 to 6 with this coupon. One discount per
group per visit.
---OPEN-7-DAYS-A-WEEK-
Noon to Midnight
(until 2:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.)
778 State Street Bangor 945-5466
expires -2/28/86
The Great Delta Tau Delta
BEDSLED RACE
Saturday, Feb 8 at 1 p.m.
(Behind Hilltop Commons)
LIVE COVERAGE BY
ROCK 100 FM
Thursday, Feb. 6
Bedsled Kickoff ot Yiannrs. 8 - 12 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 7
Bedsled Eve Party at Barstans featuring
SoundTrac. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.. $3 cover charge
Saturday, Feb. 8
Apres race party at the Oronoka featuring
The Urge. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.. $2.50 w/Greek
Letters. $3.00 without.
Late Night Local will be provided every night.
All to benefit
Downeast Big Brothers & Big Sisters
Trophies will be awarded
for the Most Original and the Fastest Bedsled
$50 Pizza Hut pizza party to the faStest team
$10 entry fee . For mote info. call Delta Tau Delta
866-4909 or 581-4171
second goal was the same type of thing.
1 was just in the right place at the right
time."
Maine coach Shawn Walsh said the
turning point of the game was Chris
Cambio's second-period goal, set up
nicely by Mike Golden. The freshman
wing's score gave Maine a 3-2 lead 29
seconds into the period.
Up until Wensley's goals, neither team
seemed to be able to shake the other.
6-3
Maine dominated early, outshooting
Merrimack 30-16 in the period. Warrior
goalie Brian Daccord had 14 saves in the
period — 35 on the game — and con-
sistently robbed the Black Bears, who
had found themselves with more than an
occasional break.
"We were catching them with three
men deep," Wensley said. "That gave
(see HOCKEY page 12)
WE EED • NSULTANTS
FOR TWO -1-46N 'MOOCOMPUTO CLUSTERS
(Clusters are located in the
Memorial Union and CAPS.)
If you are a student familiar
with MACINTOSH & APPLE 2E
or IBM & ZENITH PC'S,
and you are interested
in working with people, and
you want a part time job,
pick up the phone & call
581-2510.
Ask for Brent Thompson.
Work Study preferred
College of Continuing Education
-..- Jniversity of Rhode IslandANN
This Summer Spend
Six Weeks in England
July 18 - August 30, 1986
Learn
and Tour Live in Bath, England & Edin-
borough, Scotland and study
English History and Literature while earning 6 under-
graduate credits (non-credit by special arrangement).
Explore England and Scotland with many side trips.
The price of $2600 includes round trip Boston-
, London air fare, all accommodations, all tours &
other charges. Space is limited. Deadline: April 15,
1986.
For details contact: Prof. Jordan 14111er.
Dept. of rivglish University of Rhode Island
Kingston, R.I. 028811401) 792 5931 or 4687Erin pr.
and
Summer 1986
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Staff Writer
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UConn swims past men;
Black Bears
by Kevin Dolan
Staff Writer
The UMO men's swimming
team lost to the University of Con-
necticut 64-49 in a meet held at
UConn Saturday.
"We did a reasonably good
job," Maine coach Al Switzer
said. "If I take a look at it and go
over it again, there is very little that
we could have done that would
have given us extra points."
Possibly the key to the meet was
the returning performance of Wes
Faunce, UCOnn's talented
freest yler.
Faunce swam in a few meets at
the beginning of the season and
has been out of action — due to
either injury or ineligibility, until
last Wednesday when he swam
against the University of
Massachusetts.
Switzer and the Black Bears
wish Faunce would have stayed out
of the water a few more weeks.
"No matter who I put in, for in-
stance in the 50 (yard freestyle), we
Women's
set for BU
didn't have anybody who could go
faster than Faunce."
Maine started quickly by taking
firsts in the opening events and
jumping out to a 13-3 lead.
But UConn battled back, taking
firsts in seven of the next eight
events to forge to a 52-36 lead.
UConn's depth in the freestyle
events carried the Huskies the rest
of the way to the final 64-49 score.
"We don't have the depth at
freestyle that we need," Switzer
said. "We don't have the stop-
per. "
Maine continues its season this
weekend when the Bears travel to
Boston to swim against the Boston
University Terriers.
BU's big weakness this year has
been its depth, but according to
itzer, the Terriers still have some
outstanding individuals.
Maine, with only one meet left
after this weekend's, will be look-
ing ahead to the Eastern Cham-
pionships being held at Cleveland
State.
swim team
steams past UNH, 101-39
FUldic., and Mary Wakeman, alt of
The UMO women's swimming
team swamped the University of
New Hampshire 101-39 Friday at
the Stanley Wallace Pool in Orono.
"I was very pleased with (the
team's performance)," said
Coach Jeff Wren. "Prior to the
meet I was a little concerned."
Wren said the team was not as
competitive during its meet with
Boston College the week before.
Yet the hijack Bears had not lost
any of its spirit Friday as they plac-
ed top seed in the first four events
for an early 24-10 lead.
From there, Maine never look-
ed back, relinquishing only three
of 13 first place finishes.
The Maine squad featured the
talents of Kathy Leahy, Wendy
whom were double-winners.
Peddle swam her best time in the
400 individual medley, while
Wakeman swam bests in both the
100 and 200 yard butterfly.
The team travels to Boston to
face a tough Boston University
squad Saturday.
"My cheif goal in (Boston) is...
to face up to that strong competi-
tion and not backdown from it,"
Wren said.
Then on Sunday, Maine will
travel to Worcester, Mass., to swim
against Holy Cross, which has a
relatively new swim program with
some good talent but it is not ex-
pected to give Maine a big
challenge.
This will wrap up Maine's
regular season as they prepare for
the New England's, being held at
UMO.
Noe •••••• ••••
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The Hair Hut
Unisex Hair Styling
Tropical Sun Tanning
Salon
Gary, Tonda, or JoAnne are anxious and ready to help you
get ready for your vacation, or just to help you look your best.
We offer the latest in unisex hairstyling and have the ultimate
tanning beds. (Wolff System, built-in Pioneer AM-FM-
Cassette, and for added comfort a built on body fan). Enjoy
our pleasant atmsphere, so give us a call or stop by today.
827-6723
Just 3 miles from McDonald's
McDonald's 3 miles Cross Bridge Milford
College Ave. Old Town
HAIR HUT
OPEN Af-F 'till 8p.m. (hair) II I 'till 9p.m. (tanning)
827-6 723
-
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Boston University rallies to
upend Black
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's basket-
ball team faltered down the stretch drop-
ping a 59-53 decision to Boston Univer-
sity Tuesday before a festive Terrier
crowd in the Walter Brown Arena.
The Black Bears' season record falls
to 4-14, including a 3-9 mark in ECAC
North Atlantic Conference action. BU
moves to 12-6 overall and 6-3 in the
NAC.
Maine appeared to be in control as the
Bears pulled out to a six-point lead
shortly after the start of the second half.
After a four-minute spurt in which
neither squad was able to score, Black
Bear Jim Boylen opened up with a driv-
ing layup for two of his game-high 23
points. He tallied two more with an out-
side jumper and put Maine up 34-30
with five minutes gone.
The Black Bears registered their big-
gest lead shortly thereafter when Boylen
connected on an off-balance inside jump
shot.
Terrier Drederick Irving, who led BU
with 20 points, responded with an inside
shot to cut the Maine margin to four.
Boylen put the Black Bears up by six
again with a pair of free throws but then
things began to fall apart.
First, with just under 13-mintties-left-
in the contest, Irving hit a pair of baskets
from the outside.
If you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.
Bears., 59-53
Following a Rich Hettry turn-around
jumper, Dwayne Vincent tallied a three-
point play with a basket and free throw.
Todd Taylor tried to stem the attack with
a tip-in hoop, but, it wasn't enough as
BU's Tom Ivey scored inside and Paul
Hendricks connected on a free throw to
tie the game at 42-42.
Both squads traded a pair of baskets
before Boston made their move with just
under five minutes left. Hendricks did
the trick when he converted a crisp pass
from Tony Decosta into a clean inside
score and put Boston up for good.
Although the Black Bears made a
valiant effort down the strech, Irving and
the Terriers proved to be too much, hit-
ting seven important free throws and
holding Maine off to earn a season-split
with the Black Bears.
'AIM HIGH
FORMULATE
YOUR FUTURE
Engineering and science
students, the Air Force needs
you. Your degree plus Air Force
ROTC equals a commission as
an Air Force officer, Youll
really use your degree and
work at the forefront of 
technology. Find out about our
success formula and Air Force
ROTC scholarships. Contact:
Captain Suarez
5 8 1-1 3 8 1
AIR FORCE
ROTC
Gateway to a great way of Ille
*******************
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS
*******************
*Petitions are due on Thursday Feb 6, by 5:00 p.m.in the Student Government Office.
*Absentee voting begins on Friday Feb.7, in theStudent Government Office.
*Elections will be held on Thursday Feb. 13, at all
Complex Dining Comnfon's, the Memorial Unionand
University College.
oper
*Tonight is candidates night at the Senate meeting in
100 Nutting Hall at 6:00 p.m.
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• Hockey (continued frnm page 10)
Maine's Rob Braccia (No. 24) assisted on UMO's first goal of the gameTuesday night. The Black Bears belt Merrimack, 6-3. (McMahon photo)us a number of three-on
-twos and two- cond period. Merrimack put 16 shots onon-ones.." Maine goalie Ray Roy. Only ChuckMerrimack coach Ron Anderson also Linkenheld could find the open net atcited the break problem in the first 7:07.period, which allowed Maine's Todd Maine's senior goalie, who replaced anJenkins and Bruce Major to score on ailing Al Loring (flu), stopped 15 shotsopen slap shots from just inside the blue in the second period and proved equalline at 9:41 and 17:52. to the task turning aside 27 on the night.
"We were committing three men ear- 6,1 1. • • gamey," Royn erson sais wo were to go said. "The defense Worked hard aroundin while the third_ was to wait and see me so I didn't have to do much. I couldwhat developed. Maine played it see the puck the whole night."well." Maine retained control in the finalDespite goals from Brian Atol (10:38) period with Mike McHugh ending Dac-and Jim Vesey (18:31), Anderson didn't cord's streak with a slap shot from thefeel his troops opened up until the se-
Off the trodden path.
Thomas Roth 
Well, here we are in the middle
of ice fishing season when the days
are cold and the salmon are hot.
It seems that my thoughts
should be on fishing, yet I find
they focus forward on this fall's
hunting season. They focus not on
the elusive buck in my mind, in-
stead, they turn toward the brew-
ing controversy over doe permits.
This coming deer season, the
Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife is proposing,
to issue a limited number of per-
mits for the taking of antlerless
deer.
The regulations for these per-
mits would be fairly
straightforward.
First, the state would have seven-
teen doe hunting districts
established to prevent concentrated
hunting pressure. Permits would be
allochted in each district based on
biologist's findings so as not to
over harvest certain areas.-
Next, a licensed hunter would
send in one application and wait
for the drawing.
Marc McCallough, an ecology
professor here at Limo thinks the,
doe permit .N.,stem is , "...a good
"
-Originally from , Pennsylvania,
he stated that the Pennsylvania
Game Commission had a similar
program and it worked extremely
well.
/McCollough also stated that the-
sYstem gives biologists a better
handle on the management of deer
since data from both sexes is col-
lected at voluntary check stations
throughout the state.
Originally, with bucks only hun-
ting, biologists were limited to
working with road killed does and
poached carcasses to collect
necessary data.
Harry Vanderweide, editor of
the Maine Sportsman, also ex-
pressed optimism in the system
recalling that southern New York
has had excellent results with doe
permits.
Personally, I agree with the
system and am anticipating its
swift -beginning.
Not only does it give some
_hi inters a better chance-at bagging
a deer, it provides wardens and
biologists with the data so essen-
tial to their job.
If this -sys-te-m-
 
is initiated, I can
only see a better managed deer
herd in Maine, an asset to all of us.circle with 3:57 left in the game.
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Finally, if chosen, the hunter
would have the privilege of taking
an ant teriess deerin -the district tie--
or she signed up for, or they can
take a buck in any part of the state
open to deer hunting. It must be
noted, however, that no hunter can
take more than one deer per year
regardless of sex.
If You Need A Free Ride Clip This Out Don't Drink And Drive
_
late night local
Not For Drinkers Only
SHORT RUNS AT 8& 10 & 12 Thurs., Fri. and I8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00
Union :30
-
:00,= :30 
- ;004-;30 -1)4,re36-'700, :30
:03,:33Oxford :03, :33 :03, :33 :03, :33 :03, :33Cumberland :04, :34 :04, :34 :04, :34 :04, :34 :04, :34Mem. Gym :05, :35 :05, :35 :05, :35 :05, :35 :05, :35Hancock 07, :37 :07, :37 :07, :37 :07, :37 :07, :37Campus Cor-
"Last Call" nerYork
:12, :42
:13, :43
:12, :42
:13, :43
:12, :42
:13, :43
:12, :42 :12, :42
:13, :43 :13, :43 2 Busesapprox. I a.m. Maples :14, :44 :14, :44 :14, :44 :14, :44 :14, :44 Now Running!
Mill St., Orono PenobscotFiat. Circle
:15, :45
:20, :50
:15, :45
:20, :50
:15, :45
:20, :50
:15, :45 :15, :45
:20, :50 :20, :50FL11 :21, :51 :21, :51 :21, :51 :21, :51 :21, :51Mill St. :25, :55 :25, :55 :25, :55 :25, :55 :25, :55Union :30, :00 :30, :00 :30, :00 30, :00 :30, :00
We will honor all
SHORT RUN
Mill St.
95 Park
Place
Oxford
requested stops Cumberland
Mem. Gym
TKE
Vianni's
Old Town
Light (main
& center)
Tim's Little
Big Store
Kng's Wok
STOPS. LONG RUN CONTINUES TO:
:25 :25
:30
:33
:35
:37
:38
:43
:50
:52
:54
:30
:33
:35
:37
:38
:43
:50
:52
:54
Union :00 :00MMMMMMM mr MMMMMMMM im NO MN EN MB MMMMM EN 11= M=MMM=MMM=MMM=
Sponsored by: Substance
Abuse Services with technical
assistance from Student Government.
Van provided by Residential Life.
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